
Address to the Tulsa Bar Dinner
TULSA, Oklahoma, November 25th,1936.

Some twelve years ago I wrote jabot a pc,!.per,t prepared for the local bar at

oka,Okle home, -nd which was picked upriat by some legal publication of the

United States anc publiciehed ) on the "History of the Law." Later this paper

was translated and republished in. Spanish ma r .zines nd periodicals, then into

the French and just recently permission has been granted by me to publish same

into the German lsnguage. In that paper I stated, amond other things:

"The law as we have it today, represents the intense application of
thousands of alert minds in the ages that have gone. Therefore, it
follows, there is but one safe way to administer its edicts and that
is by way of intense study of its provisions and a serious consider-
ation of its applicability. The history of laws reveals an analysis
and conception of facts–their relation,cordition, modes ant:: xesult
of action. Experience is the foundation of the law. Without experience
it _is impossible to know with precision. In the law experience has been
transmitted and has become inherited. But without the intense application
of the best faculties of the mind the law may become a snare and a menace.
It is this recognition of prime iple which prompts us to scan the written
opinions for precedents. But the following too closely of precedents my
lead to disaster, for times and conditions are ever changing. In the zeal
of the present day to establish precedents in written opinions we are fast
approaching a climax that will see our own undoing. Books of necessary
value are accumulating so rapidly that capacity to properly digest is
beyond hope and very soon the expense of library will become prohibi.tive.
Not alone is this true but space to house an adequate library will and is
becoming a problem. As in the days of Justinian, a reformation is needed.
The bar organizations should give this matter their undivided attention.
Case law, as we know it, tends to discourage individual logic, and reasoning.
In the days th: t we h ye just discussed the laws were made by discussions
in the courts, nether than by legislative acts. The laws and rules which
we have come to revere were the results of discussions of trained,logical
minds. The discussions of the courtd which made precedents reflected the
logic of the advocate. But today the lawyer has become debased into a
searcher for an opinion in point. Original reasoning and logic is discour-
aged by our courts. Our own Supreme Court has more than once held, that
however logical and convincing our reasoning on a given subject may be,
unless it b efertified by citation of e:uthority it will be of no avail.
This is bad. The logical reasoning of an alert and well trained mind is
of more import nee then the application of a bad precedent."

and to this assertion your president h.s taken somewhat of an exception and has

asked me if my experience upon the bench has not somewhat changed my mind. This

he offers as a challenge, somewhat, for my address to day.



well, in the beginning allow me to state that I am not one

4r
of those who delight in what they call cons'stency".r*. It

V 
is my

belief that one who gets much pleasure out' aying that they
k

believe now just as they did ten or more years ago, has ceased

to grow; if,in fact they were not very small people in the

beginning. I know, as I stated in that paper,that knowledge

consists Of the perception of facts, their relation, their

modes and the result of certain actions. Experience therefore

is the very foundation of all knowledge; and I mighttfurther

and state that without experience it is impossible to know.

I know that a natural man continues to grow in mind, and that

that growth requires and is based very much upon the changing

of opinions. The longer a man lives the more he should know.

And the more he knows the morelikely it is that he will change

his opinions,because, after all, opinions are based upon facts

and as we grow older we naturally learn more facts, see more

things, experience more philosophy. There are many things that

may arrest such a growth; I think being in politics now days

is a great hqnderance because the politician is so very apt

to say yes to ingratiate himself when he believes,No. Politics

makes it mental and moral cowardof men. Not always,but most

of the time. Public opinion, if it be opposed to the honest

opinion of a man, is apt to hinder also.. I have seen that

happen but recently wheh men advocated things that they did.

not approve in their innermost hearts and minds.

The.more that a man knows the more willing he is to learn.

And in the reverse; the less a man knows the more positive he

is of his position. I have knomNmany people who formed opinions

up to thirty years of age and then had to spend the rest of
-'heir lives defending a false position.



They believed they should remain "consistent"even if they

learned facts that pronounced their position of former years

false. Such a person is the living example of one who has not

grown with the passing of the years. A great man ontinues

to grow until his death, and you cannot deny it, growth is

after all,but change. Darwin when a very old man continued to

give hope to the worms and the weeds, because he continued to

learn and demonstrate that some worms nurtured the soil and

that certain weeds were capable of being developed into a

help for men; Humbolt when approaching ninety years of age

was still willing and ready to learn. Those were great men.

The great oak tree continues to grow for centuries, the weed

sprouts,f1durishes and perishes within the year. That is-4,
difference. A t thirty most men have prejudices as distinguished

from judgment and when they have reached sixty, if they are

fair to themselves, greatly modify and change their so called

opinions formed in youth. Now what I mean by all of this is

that men change their opinions as long as they continue to

grow; when they cease changing their opinions they are mentally

dead. Now that is my opinion of changing ones mind and with

that in mind, I shall proceed to answer the enquiry of your

president as to whether or not my experience has changed my

opinion in regard to the statement I made twelve or fifteen

years ago in that paper. I have not.

Now dont reach the opinion that I advocate the neglect of

precedents; not by any means, because precedents, after all

are but th thought out opinions, bolstered and fortified
A

by the aid and assistance of able counsel. So they are of the

utmost importance in every case in reaching a just decision.
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but what I meant to coney in thought and what I advocate is

the goken path between two extremes-- the happy medium. There

we get the assistance of both precedence and logical reasoning.

Opinions ( except, of course the op inions of our own Supreme

court, they of necessity are binding upon the inferior courts)

should be read and studied for the reasoning and logical

conclusions reached. We, as lawyers, off hand, can think of

many opinions at this time that were not good law. Our own

courts must have thought the same as we have had many reversals

of opinions as the years swept past.

What I really had in mind was this: the younger lawyer in

finding a case in point denies himself the necessary study

that acquaints him with the philosophy of the rule. The more

experienced lawyer when confronted with an objection or other

point of law immediately searches his mind and memory,togethrr

with his reasoning powers, for the reasoning— the reason for

such a rule. That is what I call the philosophy of the law.

The young lawyer in reading law and studying the rules wax is

often at a loss to fully understand it because he is unable

to conjure up a state Of facts that it will fit. I know that

wastrue with me; yet now after more than a quarter of a

century of experience, a state of facts immediately springs

upbefore my mind's eye, like Banquo's ghost, to help me under-

stabd. That is what comes of experience. Then too the youth,in

being able to find his case in point ( or as he often thinks
askt.f. A aLA,f

in point and finds some ftlmait judge sayt does not apply )

finds someone else or some other means of doing his reasoning.

He has been prevented from reasoning it out for himself, and
to the same extent

deprived of the benefit of e xercisinp hiR mind in reasoning.

this is true, 	 is he
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And to the same extent he is able to avoid the reasoning is

he enfeebled in mind. By reasoning is the mind enlarged and •

raP-4&-a-e-t-ive, the perception keened, the distinctions made
triA"akevoi,7

plain, the problem semplifie .„These are the reason I had in

mind and I consider them sufficient for the assertion I made.

I have not changed my mind. Then, too, the more material or

commercial objection obtrudes itself. The ordinary country

lawyer is unable out of his precarious practice to afford

the needed and adequate libra y to find the "precedents." And

if, perchance, he makes the "riffle" and procures the books

he is put to it to find the means to afford the space or pay

the rent for the rooms in which to house them. This is dicour-

aging, and I again say that the various bars of the country

should take steps to remedy an evil that is growing. The law

book publishers will not agree with my anxiety, I am surellput

the practitioner will.

But the lawyer has always been able to solve his problems.

He has always found time to remedy his own evils, and he will

in time take care of this matter.

Not only has the lawyer found time to correct the errors of

his own ways, as did the great Tribonian of Justinian t s time,

who, with his comitte, struck three million sentences from

the Roman laws in less than two years time, but he has found

it within his time to care for the ills of others, for govern-

ments and for the liberty of men.

Al ways during the history of men has it been the lawyer

who toilsomly cared for the widows and the oppressed. Always

has it been the lawyer who has given his time, his mind and

his energy to the helpless and the needy. W
- 
ile the rest of

the world slept the conscientious lawyer has been bunking the



midnight oil in the service of the humble and the lowly; oftteir

without the hope of reward. Always has it been the lawyer win

has led the hosts bo the goal of liberty; he has been couralpous

and able in defense of the persecuted, here and abroad.

The lawyer's is the life of service. But seldom has he

found time to reach financial heights, he is not a money seeker;

he is wasteful and unenonomic in his personal affairs but he

will fight to the last breath for the dispised and the unpopular

He will and he has given his time and thought, always, to the

weak o the oppressed, the persecuted and the down and out. He

should be honored for it, but appreciation may rest with

the individual it apparently has not been considered by the

mass.

It was a lawyer who led the embattled hosts against King

John and wrested from him on the banks of a little creek

called Runnymede, inV14v;,the great charter that granted

liberty to the lowly man.

It was a lawyer who led the farmers in theirnautraged

liberties against the great political prison of France, the

Bastile; a prison where innocent men were confined for a life

time, with iron masks upon their face, for no other crime than

a chance likeness to the ruling monarch.

And it wa.e a lawyer, tottering and old, who was called

from his retirement in Philadelphia, to defend the two news-

paper men of New York who had criticized the appointed Governor

of that state in their publication. A d
	 U that governor

had removed the honest judges of the court and appointed three

who would do his bidding and persecue and not* prosecute. And

it was that old lawyer, tottering and old, who turned from



the corrupted judges and addressed a jury of his countryment

and to them said in substance:

"Gentlemen of the jury, I deliver into your hands the
freedom of your country. No country can be free whose
public press is silenced,whose mouths are not allowed
free speech.Let your verdict be the corner stone upon
which we erect a free country. It is within your power
to lay that stone. See that you consider it well."

And it was a lawyer who penned the Declaration of Indepenc4

and lawyers ( in the main) who wrote the constitution of these

United States.

And it was a lawyer, Patrick Henry, in a little T model

a sembly house in Virginia who uttered the immortal words:
dear	 sweet

"Is life so &sect or peace so 4ftes as to be purchased at
the price of chains and slavery? Forbid it, Almighty Godi
I know not what other may take, but as for me, give me
Liberty or give me death. "

And those immortal words will go ringing down the corridors of

time as long as this government stands.

No, my friends, lawyers should be honored, and in the

great mass they are respected. This is a government of lawyers.

If I remember right all but three of the presidents of this

nation have been lawyers. Always a great majority of the

congress has been lawyers. A nd it is right and proper that

it should be so because the lawyer is the student in his vev

profession and every day life
)
of government. That is his

business, and by his practice he has been taught to look upcn

both sides of all questions coming within his notice. It is

all right for doctors to run hospitals because that is within

their profession, but government is within the profession of

the lawyer.

And another thing, my friends, if I had my way every school
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shild of this nation would be taught the history of its

government of its country to such an extent that when the

Commonwealth of Massachussetts were mentioned its mind would

immediately fly to Old Samuel Adams and John Hancock and the

other patriots, and to Breeds Hill and Bunker Hill and the

Commons, and that when the state of Virginia were mentioned

the mind would immediately remember Thomas Jefferson and the

Declaration, the fight for Religious Freedom and the Bill of

Rights, and the surrender of Cornwallis that made their

liberty possible; and when the state of Pennsylvania is ment

ioned their minds would picture a fine, upstanding soldier

kneeling in prayer amidst the snow, and half naked and barefoot

soldiers leaving blood stains upon the snows of Valley Forgg

and when the state of Illinois is mentioned their minds would

immediately fly to the Gettyberg address of Abraham Lincoln

where he said that ours is a "Government of the people, by

the pople and for the peopleU Thus would I rechristen them

in the fire of patriotism and freedom to the end that this

Republic shall not parish from the earth.

Then, then, I would have them taught that across the great

ocean there are other countries where freedom has become loet

where self respect has been relinquished. Where men are but

slaves of government, and government is operated for the

benefit and under the command of a forciful few, backed by

the force of arms. I would have them know of Russia where

children are taught to dispise God; where men are not allowed

to own property or make profit, and where citizens are not

permitted to eat except they have a ticket from that government

allowing them to do so, eitherin private	 public. Then, then

when they realized these things they would again respect and



love a Republican form of government, Under a constitution

that protects their rights, immunities, their liverties and

their freedom, A government that belongs to the people and

of which the people are not slaves. Then, my friends, they

would cease the indifference the people show in the interest

of a free government. Then they would understand and respect

the heritage granted to them by their fighting forefathers

and the Great Republic will be safe. If their liberties were

worth fighting and dying for, they are worth fighting to

retain and preserve; and if they knew, if they understood,

then they will fight to retain them. And it is my judgment

that the lawyers of this land should and will lead the fight.

They have always done so, I think will always do so. They

know, they understand and it is within their duty, backed up

by courage to lead the conscientiousness of the public back

to a forciful understanding of what privileges they enjoy.

Our government is based upon principles. Principles never die,

they are 6ternal. Two and two made four, four thousand years

ago, and it always will. The law of gravity is no more firm

than the principles upon which our government is founded.

It is your duty and within your power to keep the fight for

freedom always new. Eternal vigilence means an eternal fight.

It is for you, you better understand, it is your fight.
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